
Alfen Eve Double PG-line DE –
The Alfen Eve Double PG-line DE meets the latest Eichrecht conformity norms, to offer a safe and 
secure charging experience for roaming transactions and payment transactions using Girocards. 
The charger is specifically designed for public locations with a robust housing and a high-quality  
finish for every application. A large and clear display provides the user with all needed information 
during the charging process such as charging speed. Complementary status indicators at both outlets 
ensure a user friendly experience.

Charging safe and secure according to 
the latest Eichrecht conformity norms



Alfen Eve Double PG-line DE

Metal casing with a highly  
resistant composite cover

Internals behind two doors: 
One door for owner access

One door for grid operator access

Full-colour 7" LED display and NFC 
Reader capable of reading RFID 

charge cards and Girocards

Type 2 sockets with lockable lids and 
LED status indication per socket

Durability
Besides its sturdy outer casing 
the grid operator's side is equiped 
with a concreteplex sheet for shock 
resistant, fire proof installation 
of components while preventing 
conductive filings.

Ease of use
The 7" full-colour display and 
multiple LED status indicators 
make the Alfen Eve Double PG-line 
DE a user-friendly charge point, 
where the configuration can be 
changed easily by the installer 
with our free configuration 
software.

Eichrecht
The Alfen Eve Double PG-line 
DE is specifically designed for 
semi-public and public locations 
and is fully Eichrecht conform. 
All users can easily verify their 
charging data.

The charging station
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1631x357x426 mm (HxBxD)

Choose your own service
provider
All Alfen chargers are SIM-lock 
free. This gives you the liberty of 
being able to choose the Service 
Provider and subscription you 
prefer.

Smart charging
With its entirely renewed soft-
ware and hardware, the Alfen 
Eve Double PG-line DE supports 
various features such as OCPP 1.6 
and OCPP 2.0, smart-charging and 
Load Balancing.

Direct Payment via Giro-e
Alfen chargers support direct 
payment for all Girocard users via 
integrated Giro-e functionalities. 
Via the full colour display a 
seemless and Eichrecht conform 
ad-hoc payment experience is 
provided on the spot. No Girocard? 
Charge cards are still allowed.

Made for public charging in 
accordance with Eichrecht


